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ABSTRACT
Right muscle histolysis was investigated in the dorsal longitudinal muscles
(DLMs) of the cricket. Histolysis in the DLMs was characterized by analysis of total
protein content, tissue wet weight, and relative percent muscle shortening. Initial
declines of total protein indicated the JH signal initiating histolysis occurred by Day 2.
Histolysis was essentially complete by Day 3. Ligation of Day I crickets prevented
histolysis but this inhibition could be prevented by continual topical treatments with
methoprene. Ligation of Day 2 crickets did not prevent histolysis.
A requirement for active protein expression was demonstrated by analysis of
synthesis block by cycloheximide and short-term incorporation of 35S-methionine.
Cycloheximide treatments prevented histolysis. Disappearance of Z-disks was observed
in DLMs of cycloheximide-treated crickets suggesting some aspects of histolysis may
not require protein synthesis. Autofluorographic imaging of DLM proteins separated by
electrophoresis revealed apparent coordinated regulation of protein expression. These
results suggest flight muscle histolysis in the cricket is an example of active
programmed cell death with requirements for hormonal control of protein expression.

vi
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

FLIGHT MUSCLE HISTOLYSIS IN INSECTS
Bight muscle histolysis is a critical developmental event which affects
reproductive capacity, dispersal potential, and individual survival characteristics of
insects. Direct or facultative relations between histolysis and reproductive maturity are
seen in many insects (Pener, 1985). Right muscle histolysis most frequently occurs
prior to development of reproductive maturity and may be essential to egg production in
some insects. Early studies suggest degenerating flight muscles of queen ants and
termites are utilized as sources of nutrients for production of eggs and larval food (Janet,
1907; Feytaud, 1912). Right muscle histolysis and egg production are similarly linked
in mosquitoes (Roubaud, 1932). Proteins from degenerating flight muscle of the cotton
stain bug enter developing oocytes (Nair and Prahbu, 1985).
Degeneration of wing musculature and loss of flight capacity is linked to
migratory behaviors associated with reproduction. In the cricket, irreversible flight
muscle histolysis follows a period of limited migratory flight activity (Chudakova and
Bocharova-Messner, 1965). In bark beetles, flight muscles degenerate during
reproduction but regenerate after brood rearing to allow flight by parents to new host
trees (Bhakthan et a/., 1970). Cycles of degeneration and regeneration of indirect flight
muscles of the rice water weevil are related to migration and dispersal (Haizlip and
Tugwell, 1983). Spring migration in some water striders is followed by flight muscle
histolysis but in others, environmental factors such as food supply seem to lead to
histolysis prohibiting migration (Kailata and Hulden. 1990). Aphid flight muscles
I

i
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2
degenerate after migration and prior to reproduction but dietary cues from host plants
may be required for induction of histolysis (Kobayshi and Ishikawa, 1993). Similar
requirements for dispersal to specific food sources are seen in the cotton stain bug,
Dysdercus cingulatus (Nair and Prahbu, 198S).
ENDOCRINE CONTROL OF FLIGHT MUSCLE HISTOLYSIS
One aspect of flight muscle histolysis common to a number of insects is a role
for juvenile hormone (JH). JH is the endocrine signal for flight muscle histolysis o f the
house cricket (Bocharova-Messner et al., 1970). Removal of the corpora allata (CA) of
last instar crickets eliminates the source of JH in adults and prevents flight muscle
histolysis. Degeneration of flight muscles can be restored by reimplantation of active
CA Similar evidence of JH control of histolysis has been presented for the stain bug
(Edwards, 1970; Davis, 1975; Nair and Prahbu, 1985). Allatectomy inhibits flight
muscle degeneration, but topical applications of JH analogs to allatectomized adults
induce breakdown of the muscles. Extirpation of median neurosecretory cells of D.
cingulatus, thought to produce JH stimulating allatotropins, prevents histolysis, but this
effect can be reversed by implantation of either active CA or medial neurosecretory cells
(Nair and Prahbu, 1985). In the bark beetle Ips confusus, topical treatments with JH or
active analogs cause degeneration of flight muscles (Borden and Slater, 1968). Isolated
muscles from another baric beetle, Dendroctomispseudotsugae, degenerate during in
vitro incubations when treated with JH but not in the absence of the hormone (Sahota,
1975). Recent studies show precocene treatments block histolysis whereas juvenoid
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treatments induce degeneration o f indirect flight muscles of the pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon
pisum (Kobayashi and Ishikawa, 1994).
Flight muscle histolysis has been shown in these insects to: (1.) require the
presence of JH; (2.) be blocked in the absence o f JH, and (3.) be restored by
reintroduction of the hormone. Direct control by JH is less well defined in other insects.
In the fire ant, Solenopsis imncta, flight muscle histolysis accompanied by de-alation
occurs following mating (Janet, 1907). Histolysis can be induced by artificial
insemination (Jones and Davis, 198S) and with topical applications of exogenous JH
(Kearney el al., 1977), but histolysis varies according to the procedure used to evoke it.
Histolysis occurs in just one hr following natural mating, is complete within six hrs after
artificial insemination, but is still incomplete six hrs after treatment with exogenous JH
(Pener, 198S). Similarly, a role for JH in the histolysis of the flight muscles of termites is
likely since implantation of active CA into young alate reproductives induces de-alation
(Lebrun, 1969).
In the Colorado potato beetle, Leptinotarsa decemlineata, shortened
photoperiods induce adult diapause in potato beetles by suppression of JH synthesis (De
Wilde and De Boer, 1961; Stegwee eta l., 1963; DeKort and de Bartelink, 1972).
Decreased levels of JH lead to the involution of flight muscles, hi contrast to previous
examples, rising levels of JH break diapause and result in regeneration of flight muscles.
Implantation of active retro-cerebral (corpora cardiacumlCA) complexes or topical
application of JH analogs break diapause and induce flight muscle regeneration (Stegwee
etal., 1963).
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MECHANISM OF ACTION OF JUVENILE HORMONE
The mechanism of action of JH in adult insects has been the subject of
considerable study, but fundamental questions remain unanswered (Riddiford, 1985;
Wyatt and Davey, 1996). Steroid/ nuclear hormone receptor mediated control of gene
expression at a transcriptional level such as occurs with ecdysone and vertebrate steroid
hormones has received the most attention (Riddiford, 1985). This mode of action has
been proposed for JH in control of epidermal commitment and in induction of
vitellogenesis (Riddiford, 1996; Wyatt and Davey, 1996). In addition, JH is now
recognized to act through a second pathway mediated by protein kinase C (PKC) and
cell membrane receptors (Wyatt and Davey, 1996).
The central mechanism of the steroid model is: (1.) lipophilic hormones (ligand)
enter target cells; (2.) complex with cognate dimeric nuclear receptors; (3.) bind
chromatin at specific nucleotide base sequences (hormone response elements, HRE) and
(4.) serve as activators or repressors of transcription to regulate protein expression
(Evans, 1988). Hormones known to act through nuclear receptors include the true
steroid hormones, retinoic acids, vitamin D3, and thyroid hormones (Laudet el. al.,
1992). This mechanism has been suggested for JH action based on functional analogy
and structural homology to known steroid/nuclear hormones. Attempts to identify a
nuclear receptor for JH have been unsuccessful (Charles et al., 1995; Riddiford, 1996).
Recent reports that retinoic acid can mimic the effects of JH in insect development
(Nemec et. al., 1993) and that methoprene and famesoate activate retinoic acid
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pathways in vertebrates (Harmon eta l., 1995; Forman et al., 1995) support a probable
steroid mode of action for JH.
Other evidence suggests effects of JH may be mediated by protein kinase C
(PKC) (Wyatt and Davey, 1996). Treatments with the PKC stimulating phorbol esters
mimic the effect of JH in the induction of patency in the follicle cells of Rhodnius
prolixus (Sevala and Davey, 1989). Patency is the process by which follicle cells
surrounding developing oocytes lose volume and create gaps through which vitellogenin
can gain access to the cell surface of the oocytes (Abu-Hakima and Davey, 1977;
Ilenchuk and Davey, 1983). The reduction in volume of the follicle cells is due to the
activation of a ouabain-sensitive JH specific Na+/K+ ATPase. The specific event
mediated by PKC is the phosphorylation of a subunit of this pump which activates it and
in turn causes patency (Sevala and Davey, 1993). JH activation of patency is mediated
by PKC through cell membrane receptors and does not involve a nuclear event Cell
membrane receptors for JH have been found in follicle cells of other insects (Wyatt and
Davey, 1996). Cell membrane receptors for JH were not found in flight muscles of the
locust (Prestwich and Davey, 1995). Another action of JH, the induction of specific
proteins in the male accessory glands of Drosophila melanogaster, appears to be
mediated by PKC (Yamamota et al., 1988).
Mechanisms of action of JH other than steroid or cell membrane receptormediated PKC pathways have been proposed. Early attempts to define the molecular
basis o f JH action included a suggestion that JH mediates metamorphosis by translational
control of gene expression through effects on transfer RNA (Dan, 1969). This theory
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has not been experimentally supported and is no longer considered valid (White et al.,
1976). Other studies o f JH action indicating translational control exist (Fristrom et al.,
1976). Possible translational control by JH in maintenance of vitellogenin mRNA has
been presented more recently (Agui et al., 1991; Hiremath and Jones, 1992).
Evidence of direct action by JH on membranes has also been demonstrated.
Juvenile hormone alters membrane equilibrium and causes specific rectification o f Ca2+
currents through interaction with intrinsic membrane proteins (Baumann, 1968; 1969).
In addition, JH has been shown to act to uncouple oxidative phosphorylation in
mitochondria (Cherfuka, 1978). Demonstrations of direct membrane action may not
reflect in vivo functions of JH due to non-physiological levels of hormones used in
experimental procedures (Riddiford, 1985). However, such membrane actions are
consistent with evidence of PKC mediated pathways now recognized as valid (Wyatt and
Davey, 1996).
CELLULAR TARGETS OF JHACTJQft IN FLIGHT MUSCLE-fflSTOLYSIS
The specific cellular components targeted and affected by events subsequent to
JH signaling have not been determined. Nuclei, mitochondria, and myofibrillar structure
of muscle cells have received attention in this regard. The appearance of pycnotic nuclei
is descriptive of muscle involution (Wigglesworth, 1956; Srihari et al., 1975; Nair and
Prahbu, 1985). Cleavage of chromatin into oligonucleosome fragments is diagnostic of
apoptotic cell death (Cohen, 1992), but no evidence of oligonucleosome fragmentation
has been shown in examples of muscle histolysis in insects (Lockshin and Zakeri, 1992).
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Induction of specific protein synthesis during flight muscle histolysis could
implicate nuclear events. De novo protein synthesis is recognized as a requirement for
induction o f apoptosis in thymocytes (Chow et al., 1994), involution of tadpole tails
(Tata, 1966), degeneration o f intersegmental muscles (ISMs) of lepidopterans
(Lockshin, 1968) and the break-down of indirect flight muscles of aphids (Kobayshi and
Ishikawa, 1994).
There are indications mitochondria may be targeted during flight muscle
histolysis in insects. In the potato beetle, mitochondriagenesis, crucial to renewal of
flight muscles, appears to be induced by JH (Stegwee et. al., 1963). JH has been shown
to act directly as an uncoupler of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (Cherfuka et
al., 1978) and as an activator of specific mitochondrial protein synthesis (Stepien et al.,
1988). Mitochondria also appear to be selectively degraded by autophagy during
involution of ISM in silkmoths (Lockshin and Beaulaton, 1974). In the house cricket, a
color change in degenerating flight muscles suggests a possible alteration of
mitochondrial oxidative state (Bocharova-Messner et al., 1970).
Evidence of direct targeting of myofibrils in flight and other insect muscle
degeneration has been presented. Reductions in number of fibers in muscles
(Wigglesworth, 1956; Bocharova-Messner et al., 1970; Nair and Prahbu, 1985) and
disorganization and degradation of myofibrils (Stegwee et al., 1967; Bhakthan et al.,
1970; Lockshin and Beaulaton, 1974; Jones and Davis, 1985) have been demonstrated.
Reduced expression of actin and myosin genes was shown in degenerating ISMs
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(Schwartz et al., 1993). Z-disk proteins may be initial targets of histolysis (Jones and
Davis, 1985; Lakey et al., 1993).
Early studies suggested activation of lysosomal and autophagocytic systems
during histolysis in insect muscles. Increased acid phosphatase (AP) activity was
demonstrated during degeneration of ISMs in moths and flight muscles in bark beetles
and house crickets (Lockshin and Williams, 1967; Sahota, 1974; Chudakova eta l.,
1978). Ultrastructural evidence of lysosomal activation was shown in degenerating
lepidopteran ISMs and flight muscles o f bark beetles (Lockshin and Beaulaton, 1974;
Bhakthan et al., 1970).
More recent interpretation of lysosomal and autophagocytic activity during
muscle histolysis suggests that a primary role for these systems is unlikely (Lockshin and
Zakeri, 1992). Activation o f proteolysis by non-lysosomal enzyme systems are more
probable initiating events (Lockshin, 1985). Evidence suggests involvement of the
ubiquitin and calpain systems in degeneration of flight muscles of aphids, fire ants, and
waterbugs (Davis and Jones, 1985; Kobayshi and Ishikawa, 1994; Lakey et al., 1993).
The ubiquitin system has been implicated in involution of intersegmental muscles (ISMs)
of the hawkmoth, another model of muscle histolysis in insects (Schwartz et al., 1990).
Early induction of proteolysis seems to be required to initiate disassembly and
degradation of myofibrils, but may have additional roles in activation of cell death
pathways (Patel eta l., 1996).
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FLIGHT MUSCLE HISTOLYSIS AS AN EXAMPLE OF PROGRAMMED
CELL DEATH tPCDl
Although recognized as an example o f PCD (Gutman et al., 1976, Lockshin,
1985; Wyatt and Davey, 1996), little attention has been directed toward cell death
pathways as mechanisms of flight muscle histolysis. Degeneration of aphid flight
muscles was investigated with regard to active requirements for protein synthesis and
involvement o f the ubiquitin system in PCD of indirect flight muscles (Kobayshi and
Ishikawa, 1994). No other recent reports relate the process of flight muscle histolysis in
insects to cell death mechanisms. Phylogenetic conservation of cell death pathways
suggests common mechanisms may be found which function in flight muscle histolysis
(Lockshin and Zakeri, 1992; Ellis et al., 1992; Wyatt and Davey, 1996).
FLIGHT MUSCLE HISTOLYSIS IN CRICKETS
Initial demonstrations establishing JH as the endocrine signal for flight muscle
histolysis in the house cricket, Acheta domesticus, were based on measurements of
muscle working area (Bocharova-Messner et al., 1970). Allatectomy of last instar
crickets was used to produce adults with no circulating JH. Histolysis was prevented
and working area of the muscle did not decline with age in allatectomized adults.
Control crickets in which active CA were implanted exhibited a decline in muscle
working area. A change from reddish-brown color to pale white was observed in dorsal
longitudinal flight muscles (DLMs) during histolysis parallel to loss of excitability and
contractility.
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Possible influence of other endocrine and neural controls were investigated in
subsequent studies of flight muscle histolysis in the cricket (Srihari et al., 1975).
Formation o f vacuoles, appearance o f pycnotic nuclei, disorganization and loss of muscle
fibers, interpreted as signs of histolysis, were seen in DLMs on the fourth day following
ecdysis. The presence o f succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) and adenosine tri-phosphatase
(ATPase) activity in DLMs of one day old crickets was considered an indication of
functional energy metabolism. Treatments with ecdysone and a JH analog, methyl,
3,7,11,1 l-tetramethyl-2-dodeconoate were analyzed on the basis of histology and
cytochemistry. Results indicated the JH analog enhanced histolysis. Ecdysone
administered to one day old adult crickets caused a temporary inhibition of the response
in the DLMs. Two day and older crickets were unaffected by ecdysone. Neither
ovariectomy nor denervation of flight muscles was shown to produce effects on
histolysis.
Neural control of flight muscle histolysis in the cricket has also been investigated
by examination of afferent nerves to the DLMs (Gutman et al., 1974). Electronmicrographs of degenerating muscle tissue (20 days post emergence) showed the
presence of vacuoles, abundant tracheolar elements, myelinated figures, and pycnotic
nuclei. Accumulation of synaptic vesicles at nerve endings of neuromuscular junctions in
degenerated muscles was noted suggesting some involvement of neural signals in
histolysis. However, the primary control was thought to be endocrine, since nerves to
degenerating muscles remained intact.
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Comparisons o f enzyme activity in DLMs and dorsal ventral muscles (DVMs)
from allatectomized and normal crickets have been made based on cytochemical analyses
(Chudakova et al., 1978). Declines in myosin ATPase and SDH activity were found
associated with histolysis. Loss of myosin ATPase was seen in DLMs from Day 8
controls but not in Day 8 allatectomized crickets. SDH activity increased from Day 0 to
Day 2 in all subjects but declined in Day 8 controls. An increase in AP activity between
Day 0 and Day I normal crickets was seen in DLM and DVM tissue. Cytochemical
evidence of AP activity was seen in both intracellular and interstitial spaces. An increase
in AP activity, primarily in extracellular locations of Day 1 controls, was considered an
early indication of onset of histolysis. Declines in SDH activity of DVM muscles were
correlated with the reorganization of these muscles from dense-packed flight-related
structure to lamellar-type limb muscle form.
No recent sudies on flight muscle histolysis in Acheta domesticus have been
reported. De-alation and flight muscle histolysis in the wing dimorphic cricket,
Modicogryllus confirmatus, have been studied (Tanaka, 1993, 199S). Results from this
study suggest histolysis triggered by artificial de-alation is accompanied by re-allocation
of energy reserves from flight metabolism to egg-production and reproduction. Long
winged females with intact wings and flight musculature produced fewer eggs than did
de-alated long-wing crickets with degenerated muscles. Nutrients derived from
histolysis of flight muscles were presumed to have been incorporated into developing
eggs. Application of JH analogs was observed to induce histolysis o f flight muscles
based on color changes of muscles in these crickets (Tanaka, 1995).
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Studies o f another wing dimorphic cricket, Gryllus rubens, implicated levels of
juvenile hormone esterase (JHE) as a determinant o f wing polymorphism (Zera and
TiebeL, 1989; Zera and Holtmeier, 1992). JH synthesis rates were also shown to
contribute to determination o f wing morphs in these crickets (Zera et al., 1994; Zera,
1997). Genetic population analysis has led the suggestion that traits for control of
expression o f JHE and juvenile hormone binding proteins (JHBPs) are inter-related in the
wing dimorphic cricket, Gryllus assmrilis (Gu and Zera, 1996).
SUMMARY
Flight muscle histolysis represents a crucial developmental decision in insects.
The capacity for flight, a key component in the evolutionary success of insects, is lost as
a result. The loss of flight appears to be compensated by reduction in energy demands
that enable re-allocation of metabolic resources and contribute to reproduction. The
incidence o f flight muscle histolysis in diverse species suggests it is a fundamental
strategy of evolutionary adaptation in insects. Despite the significance of flight muscle
histolysis relatively little is known of specific physiological mechanisms underlying the
process.
Previous studies of flight muscle histolysis in the house cricket were focused
primarily on endocrine control and have demonstrated an essential role of JH in the
induction o f the process. Morphological and cytochemical analysis o f some events
during flight muscle histolysis have been reported. However, neither targets of hormonal
action nor mechanisms of histolysis in the cricket have been well defined.
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CHAPTER 2: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALTERATIONS IN DORSAL
LONGITUDINAL MUSCLES DURING JUVENILE HORMONE INDUCED
FLIGHT MUSCLE HISTOLYSIS IN THE HOUSE CRICKET, ACHETA
DOMESTICUS

Flight muscle histolysis is a developmental^ regulated process which occurs
within the first few days of adult emergence in the house cricket, Acheta domesticus.
Histolysis results in degeneration of the flight musculature and accounts for loss o f flight
in winged adult crickets. The process is mediated by juvenile hormone (JH). Removal
of the corpora allata (CA), the source of JH, prevents flight muscle histolysis while
implantation o f active CA into allatectomized crickets induces histolysis (BocharovaMessner et al., 1970). Likewise, cervical ligation eliminates circulating JH and blocks
histolysis. Prevention of histolysis through ligation can be countered by treatments with
active JH analogs (Woodring and Sparks, 1987).
The musculature of the indirect flight apparatus in the cricket is composed of two
principal sets of muscles. A single pair of dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs) is aligned
along the anterior-posterior axis within the pterothorax. The dorsal ventral muscles
(DVMs) found also in the thorax extend from terga to coxa. The DLMs function only in
flight, as wing depressor muscles. The DVMs are dual purpose muscles which function
in walking as well as in flight. DLMs and DVMs undergo histolysis in both males and
females. Histolysis occurs earlier and is more complete in purely alar DLMs than in dual
purpose DVMs (Bocharova-Messner et al., 1970). Maintenance of the DVMs seems to
be associated with the dual function of the muscles and involves a reorganization of
13
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muscle structure (Srihari et al., 1975; Chudakova et al., 1978). At emergence, DVMs
and DLMs are predominantly composed of dense-packed muscles with peripherally
located nuclei. Following emergence the DVMs revert to lamellar-type fibers suggestive
of larval origins (Chudakova et al., 1978).
The purpose of this study was to investigate JH induced flight muscle histolysis in
the cricket based on quantifiable physical parameters. DLMs were chosen for
experiments since these muscles can be isolated intact and their degeneration does not
involve dual functions nor reorganization to lamellar form (Chudakova et al., 1978a).
Similarly, only female crickets were used to avoid possible variations due to sex-linked
differences. Parameters of individually-excised DLMs chosen for analysis were: tissue
wet weight; total protein content; and percent shortening of muscles at the time of
excision. Comparisons of tissue wet weights to total protein content of DLMs were
made to examine the potential that histolysis might be triggered by alterations in tissue
hydration states. Total body wet weight was examined as an indication of age and
treatment effects at the whole organism level. One experimental objective was to define
the normal course of histolysis in the cricket based on these parameters. Another
objective was to determine quantifiable effects of hormone removal and replacement
strategies for investigations of mechanisms of JH control of flight muscle histolysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental subjects
Virgin female house crickets, Acheta domesticus, were obtained as adults of
known age or as penultimate or last instars from the colony maintained at the
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Department of Zoology and Physiology, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA.
Crickets were reared at 30° C under a Ld> 14:10 photoperiod. Purina Cricket Chow®
and deionized water were provided ad libitum. Adult crickets were isolated at
emergence and designated age Day 0 (Clifford et al., 1977; Clifford and
Woodring, 1991). Neither molting to specific instars nor ecdysis to the adult can be
precisely staged in the house cricket (Woodring, 1983). Isolation on the day of
emergence allows adults to be grouped by age to within 24 hrs. Crickets isolated within
2 hrs of emergence prior to cuticular tanning are designated white imagoes. DLMs from
mixed penultimate and last instar were included to provide a basis of comparison
between events of metamorphosis and histolysis. It was not possible to distinguish
between the instars because of the difficulty o f staging molting in crickets.
Dissections of DLMs
Crickets were anesthetized by exposure to carbon dioxide gas prior to
experimental manipulations or dissections. DLMs were excised from crickets by ventral
dissection performed with the aid of a dissecting microscope. The posterior tip of the
abdomen was first severed and the cervical membranes were broken by twisting the
head. The head with attached gut was then removed. DLMs were exposed by cutting
the ventral thorax and pinning the isolated thoraces to small dissecting trays. The DLMs
were immediately rinsed with cricket ringer (164 mM NaCl, 8 mM KC1, 8 mM CaClj, 4
mM MgCl). Individual DLMs were removed intact with fine tipped jeweler’s forceps
after the tonofibrillar connections at the posterior cuticle and anterior apodemial
processes were cut with iridectomy scissors. Adherent fat body not removed by rinsing
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was blotted off onto lab tissue paper. DLMs for use in total protein determination were
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80° C.
Determination of DLM parameters
Measurements of individual DLM wet weight, total protein content and percent
muscle shortening were made. Wet weights to 0.1 mg of newly excised DLMs were
obtained by the use of an analytical balance (Sartorius). An estimate of relative percent
shortening of DLMs was made by observing the change in length of the muscles after
severance of the posterior connection to the cuticle o f specimens pinned to dissecting
trays. This variable is reported as [l-(cut length/original length)] * 100. Measurements
were made using an ocular micrometer mounted on a dissecting microscope.
The determination of total protein content for individual DLMs was performed
by the bicinchoninic acid method (Smith et al., 1985) with bovine serum albumin as the
standard using a commercially available system (BCA Assay, Pierce, Rockport, 1L). The
assays were performed following the manufacturer's suggestions for 96-well microtitre
plate applications. Individual DLMs were solubilized in 400 pi o f homogenization buffer
(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8,2% SDS, 10% glycerol). Homogenization was performed in
1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes by means of a fitted teflon pestle. Homogenates were
heated at 94° C for 5 min to solubilize proteins and then were centrifuged at- 8 K g for 1
min. No visible precipitates were apparent under these conditions. Aliquots (10 pi) of
the homogenates from individual DLMs were assayed in triplicate for total protein
content. The development of the reaction product was monitored at 540 nm using a EL309 microplate reader (Biotek).
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Treatments
Cervical ligations were made using unwaxed dental floss. Crickets were ligated
at age Day I or age Day 2. Mortality is high in crickets ligated at age Day 0 (day of
emergence) and crickets this age were not used in ligation studies. Day 1 crickets are
able to live =8 days after ligation (Woodring and Sparks, 1987). Crickets in these
experiments were sacrificed after no more than 3 days. Ligated cricket lose head
functions but are mobile and respond to touch. Containers were draped with moistened
towels to reduce desiccation of ligated individuals since these crickets are unable to
replenish water lost through respiration.
Continual exposure to methoprene (Sandoz, Dallas, TX) was achieved by
allowing crickets to walk on 7.S mm filter paper disks (Whatman) spotted with 100 pi
of 3% methoprene in mineral oil. Disks were placed on the bottom of cardboard cartons
used to house subjects. Filter disks treated with mineral oil only were placed in
containers for control crickets.
Statistical design and analysis
Individual crickets were selected at random from stock colonies and randomly
assigned to treatment groups (n = 6). In the case of ligation treatments, individuals were
ligated and then assigned at random to experimental or control groups. The treatment
design for experiments was completely random. Analyses were performed using a
statistical package from Cohort (Berkeley, CA). Treatment effects were determined by
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Student-Neuman-Keuls (SNK) tests of mean
separation. Critical values were 95% (cc= 0.05).
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RESULTS
General observations of DLMs during histolysis
The process of histolysis in flight muscles o f the house cricket results in a marked
degeneration of the DLMs in only a matter of days following adult emergence. When
exposed by ventral dissections (Fig. 2.1), the DLMs display an elongated triangular
shape with the apex attached by tonofibrfls to a keel-like phragma (Phr) projecting
internally from the anterior margin of the pterothorax. Individual muscles attach
separately to knob-like bifurcated processes of the phragma. The muscle insertion at the
posterior dorsal margin of the thorax is less distinct than the anterior connection and no
apodemial structures are obvious. In vivo, the lateral faces of the DLMs are in close
proximity, parallel to each other. Major tracheal trunks (Tr) are located at the ventral
margin of the DLMs. Other tracheal connections are made to the dorsal margin of the
muscles. Smaller tracheal vessels branch from these trunks and eventually ramify to
individual muscle fibers throughout the DLMs. DVMs originating at the terga extend to
the coxa and serve in flight and in walking.
DLMs of Day 0, and Day I crickets appear pinkish in color with firm smooth
fibers (Fig. 2. la and 2. lb). The pinkish cast to the DLMs begins to diminish and the
muscles are less firm by Day 2 (Fig. 2. lc). This color change can be observed by
comparing DLMs in Day 2 crickets to Day 0 or Day 1 DLMs. DLMs of Day 0, Day 1,
and Day 2 crickets fibrillate spontaneously when exposed during dissection and shorten
to approximately half their original length when cut. DLMs of Day 3 crickets are flaccid
and white in color (Fig. 2. Id). Day 3 muscles shorten only slightly when cut.
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Figure 2.1. Ventral dissections of flight musculature of the house cricket. (A.) Day
0 (B.) Day 1 (C.) Day 2 CD.) Day 3. Dorsal longitudinal flight muscles (DLMs); Dorsal
ventral flight muscles (DVMs); anterior phragmatum (Phr); Main ventral tracheal trunk
(Tr); Diffuse fit body (Fb).
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Differences in texture of these muscles may reflect increased visibility of intramuscular
tracheal fibers. DLMs from crickets older than Day 4 do not shorten when cut but
occasional fibrillations are seen. DLM remnants persist throughout imaginal fife of the
cricket but are indistinguishable from Day 3 DLMs by simple observation.
Analysis of total protein content in DLMs during histolysis
Total protein content varied among treatments (Fig 2.2). The highest mean total
protein contents were found in DLMs from Day 0 (1.77 ± 0.105 mg/DLM; mean ±
SEM), Day 1 (1.53 ± 0.075 mg/DLM) and white imagoes (1.75 ± 0.055 mg/DLM). A
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Figure 2.2 Reductions in DLM total protein content during histolysis. Asterisk
and double-dagger indicate significant declines in DLM total protein as compared to
preceding ages. Larvae = mixed penultimate and last instar; W. Imago = 2 hrs post
emergence; Day 0 = day of emergence; Day 1 = 24 - 47 hrs; Day 2 = 48 - 71 hrs; Day 3
= 72-95 hrs; Day 4 = 96 - 119 hrs; Day 6 = 144 - 167 hrs; error bars = ±SEM; letters
above error bars represent ranges for significant mean separation, age groups with the
same letter are not significantly different.
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significant decline in total protein content of DLMs was seen in Day 2 crickets. Total
protein content of Day 2 DLMs (1.28 ± 0.0S mg/DLM) was reduced = 25% from that of
Day 0 and Day 1 muscles. This decline in total protein coincides with the color change
observed in Day 2 DLMs in the cricket (Fig. 2.1c). A more dramatic decline of total
protein content in DLMs was evident in Day 3 crickets. Total protein content in Day 3
DLMs (0.68 ± 0.032 mg/DLM) was less than 40% o f the amount in Day 0 DLMs. No
further significant declines in total protein content of DLMs of Day 4 (0_66± 0.049
mg/DLM) or Day 6 (0.55 ± 0.031 mg/DLM) crickets were seen. DLMs o f white
imagoes contained more total protein than larval muscles (0.86 ± 0.109 mg/DLM).
Analysis of muscle shortening of DLMs
Muscles from crickets younger than Day 3 shortened approximately 30-50 % of
initial resting length (Fig. 2.3). hi contrast, muscles from crickets age Day 3 and Day 4
shortened only about 5% when cut. Day 6 DLMs did not shorten when cut. This
suggests that from Day 3 onward the mechanisms involved in shortening o f the DLMs
are functionally diminished.
Another significant difference was apparent in DLMs from white imagoes.
Muscle shortening of DLMs from white imagoes, though greater than those of Day 3
and older crickets, was significantly less than from Day 1 and Day 2 crickets (a - 0.05,
SNK). Development of adult muscle function seemed to require growth following
emergence for maximal contraction at Day 1 and Day 2. Accumulation of total protein
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in DLMs after emergence has been noted (Fig. 2.2). Early events in DLMs of recently
emerged crickets show indications of continuing muscle growth initiated by
metamorphosis.

60

Figure 2.3 Relative DLM shortening during histolysis. Asterisk represents
significant shortening relative to measures of the previous age. Treatments and labels
are the same as in Fig. 2.2.
Analysis of tissue wet weight of DLMs
A significant loss of mass in DLMs was seen by Day 3 (Fig 2.4, double-dagger).
No further loss o f wet weight was evident in Day 4 or Day 6 DLMs. The initial loss of
total protein content seen in Day 2 DLMs was reflected in a significant difference
between wet weights of DLMs from Day 0 (6.22 ± 0.39 mg/DLM) and Day 2 (4.07 ±
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0.40 mg/DLM) crickets. No differences in tissue wet weight were evident between
DLMis from Day 2 and Day I (5.32 ± 0.53 mg/DLM).
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Figure 2.4 Changes in tissue wet weight of DLMs during histolysis. Asterisk and
double-dagger indicate significant differences in tissue wet weight from previous age
groups. Treatments and labels are the same as in Fig. 2.2.
Analysis of DLM hydration states:
Hydration states of the DLMs differed by age (Fig 2.5). Only tissues from Day 6
crickets in which total protein was approximately 50% of wet weight were significantly
different from DLMis of other age groups (n = 6, a = 0.05, SNK). However, a tendency
toward tissue condensation was evident throughout the course of histolysis in DLMs of
the cricket.
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Figure 2.5 Relative tissue hydration states of DLMs during histolysis. Asterisk
indicates significant difference in relative hydration of Day 6 crickets. Age groups and
labels are the same as in Fig 2.2.
Effects of ligation and methoprene treatment on DLM total protein content
Two distinct levels of DLM total protein content were revealed by experiments
(Fig. 2.6). Mean values for total protein (1.51 ± 0.15 mg/DLM) from DLMs of crickets
(Day 1-4 L) not treated with methoprene but ligated from Day 1 to Day 4 did not differ
from total protein content of Day 1 or Day 2 controls. Mean total protein (0.59 ± 0.03
mg/DLM) of methoprene treated Day 1-4 ligated crickets (Day 1-4 L+M) was
approximately 40% of values for Day 1 and Day 1-4 ligated control crickets but not
statistically different from Day 4 crickets. Ligation of Day 1 crickets prevented histolysis
as had previously been noted. The loss of total protein associated with histolysis was
restored by continual methoprene treatments.
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Effects of ligation and methoprene treatments on crickets ligated at Day 2 and
then examined at Day 4 suggested induction o f histolysis occurred by Day 2. Mean total
protein content (0.711 ± 0.07 mg/DLM) o f DLMs from crickets cervically ligated at age
Day 2 were significantly reduced from those o f Day 1, Day 2, and Day 1-4 ligated
crickets. No JH signal after Day 2 was required to evoke histolysis. DLM total protein
for these crickets (Day 2-4 L) was not significantly different from levels for Day 4, or
Day 1-4 ligated methoprene crickets. Methoprene treatments of crickets ligated at Day

Figure 2.6 Effects of continual methoprene treatment on total protein content of
DLMs. Dagger indicates effects of ligation at Day 1, asterisk the effects of methoprene
treatment in conjunction with ligation at Day 1, and double-daggers the effects of
ligation at Day 2. Day 1,2, and 4 controls and labels are as in Fig. 2.2.
2 did not result in further reductions in total protein content in DLMs. Reduction of
total protein content in DLMs from crickets ligated at age Day 2 was seen even when JH
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was eliminated and was unaffected by subsequent administration of methoprene. The
JH signal which initiates histolysis in DLMs must have occurred by this time and was
sufficient to induce loss of total protein from the tissues. The onset of histolysis occurs
by Day 2 in the DLMs of the cricket and does not require further hormone signals.
Analysis of effects of ligation and methoprene on tissue wet weights of DLMs
Ligation from Day I to Day 4 prevented histolysis and resulted in the
maintenance of muscle mass in DLMs (Fig. 2.7). Tissue wet weights of DLMs from
Day I to Day 4 ligated controls (Day 1-4 L) were not different from those of Day I.

Figure 2.7 Effects of ligation and methoprene on DLM tissue wet weight Asterisk
indicates normal loss of total protein during histolysis, dagger effects of ligation at Day
1, double-dagger effects of methoprene replacement to Day I ligated crickets. Labels
are as detailed in Fig. 2.2.
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A significant loss of muscle mass was observed in Day 1-4 ligated crickets treated with
methoprene (Day 1-4 L+M). The mean values for methoprene treated ligated crickets
were not different from those of Day 4 crickets. These results also indicate continuous
treatments with methoprene replace JH and lead to induction of histolysis in DLMs.
A significant reduction in DLM mass from Day 2 ligated crickets was apparent
compared to DLMs from Day I and Day 1-4 ligated subjects. These results were
consistent with previous analysis of DLM total protein content suggesting histolysis was
initiated by Day 2. There was no significant difference between tissue wet weights of
ligated Day 2 crickets treated or not treated with methoprene. DLM wet weights from
both conditions of Day 2 ligated crickets were not different from those of Day 4 and
methoprene treated Day 1-4 ligated controls. Tissue wet weights of DLMs from
crickets ligated at Day 2 but treated with methoprene did not significantly differ from
those of Day 2 controls. DLM wet weights for Day 2 ligated crickets were within the
range of wet weights of tissues from crickets that had undergone histolysis (Day 4 and
Day 1-4 L+M).
Analysis of cfTccts of ligation and methoprene on muscle shortening in DLMs
There was no difference in the percent muscle shortening of Day 1. Day 2. or
Day I-4 ligated controls (Fig 2.8). Methoprene treatment of Day 1-4 ligated crickets
resulted in significant and nearly complete loss of muscle shortening to levels not
different from Day 4 controls. Continuous treatments with methoprene were shown to
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replace JH and to induce loss of muscle shortening. However, although muscle
shortening of Day 2 ligated crickets was reduced from those of Day 1, Day 2, and Day
1-4 ligated controls, this reduction was not significant. DLMs from Day 2-4 ligated
crickets, either treated or not treated with methoprene appeared to retain ability to
shorten.

60

Figure 2.8 Effects of ligation and methoprene treatments on DLM shortening.
Asterisk indicates normal reduction in muscle shortening during histolysis, dagger effects
of ligation at Day 1, double-dagger effects of methoprene treatment with ligation at Day
1. Controls and labels are the same as in Fig. 2.2.
DISCUSSION
Changes in total protein content, tissue wet weight and muscle shortening of
DLMs suggest these measures are valid indices of the extent of degeneration associated
with flight muscle histolysis in the cricket. Significant differences between Day I DLMs
and Day 3 DLMs are observed in all variables investigated, but no significant alterations
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of DLMis are evident following Day 3. Based on these results, the major events of
histolysis in DLMis of crickets reared under these conditions occur between Day 2 and
Day 3. Initial reductions of total protein content in DLMs from Day 2 crickets suggests
measurements o f total protein may provide a precise indication o f the onset of histolysis
and o f the timing of the JH signal which induces the process
The onset of histolysis has been associated with presumed increases in JH titer
that induce vitellogenesis in adult female crickets (Clifford, 1985; Woodring and Sparks,
1987). Vitellogenin is present in hemolymph of Day 3 crickets and odgenesis is active at
Day 4 (Clifford, 1985). Peaks of JH titer in cricket hemolymph have been shown to
occur earlier (Renucci et al., 1990). Losses of protein and muscle mass in DLMs from
Day 2-4 ligated crickets provide evidence that histolysis had been induced by a JH signal
prior to the time of ligation. No effect of methoprene treatment o f Day 2 ligated crickets
was seen, suggesting JH was not required for histolysis subsequent to Day 2.
Methoprene treatments of Day 2 ligated crickets did not cause further declines in total
protein, wet weight or muscle shortening. On the other hand, methoprene treatments
consistently caused significant changes in DLM parameters of Day 1 ligated crickets to
levels which indicated histolysis had been restored.
Myofibrillar systems are able to produce muscle shortening in DLMs from Day 2
crickets. Alterations in contractile potential of involuting insect muscles have been
reported in ISMs of the blood-sucking bug, Rhodnius prolixus (Wigglesworth, 1956)
and moth, Manduca sexta (Lockshin and Beaulaton, 1974). Changes in length of the
DLMs of the cricket observed when muscles were cut probably do not represent normal
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m vivo contraction. Flight muscles shorten only approximately 10% of length under
normal conditions (Pringle, 1977) and much greater percent muscle shortening were
observed in DLMs of crickets during these procedures. Further studies are necessary to
determine the extent to which observed alterations in muscle shortening of DLMs during
histolysis are due to affects on contractile, elastic or excitation-coupling components of
these muscles.
A trend toward tissue condensation was shown during the course of histolysis in
the DLMs of the cricket. JH is known to induce water volume loss during the shrinkage
of follicle cells associated with the development of patency (Wyatt and Davey, 1996).
Tissue condensation has been observed during tadpole tail involution (Tata, 1966).
Furthermore, cell shrinkage has classically been recognized as a definitive early
morphological character in apoptosis and PCD (Wylie and Kerr, 1971). However, no
indications of specific modulation o f tissue hydration were seen during DLM histolysis
therefore it seems unlikely that JH acts to initiate histolysis directly through mechanisms
which control cellular hydration states.
CONCLUSIONS
These results demonstrate significant loss o f total protein content, tissue wet
weight and muscle shortening of DLMs accompany histolysis in flight muscles o f the
cricket. Initial events of histolysis including JH signal induction occur by Day 2 and are
essentially complete by Day 3. A trend toward tissue dehydration is evident during
histolysis, but there are no indications JH acts directly through alterations of cellular
hydration states to induce histolysis. Continual methoprene treatments restore histolysis
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in Day 1 ligated crickets but appear to have no effect on crickets ligated at Day 2.
Crickets ligated at Day 2 display significantly reduced levels of total protein and tissue
wet weight consistent with prior induction of histolysis. This indicates JH induces
histolysis by Day 2 and subsequent signals are not required.
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CHAPTER 3: PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH DURING FLIGHT MUSCLE
HISTOLYSIS IN THE HOUSE CRICKET, ACHETA DOMESTICUS:
EVIDENCE FOR REQUIREMENTS FOR DENOVO PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
AND MODULATION OF PROTEIN EXPRESSION
iwiTvajiliTNiTiJv

Flight muscle histolysis induced by juvenile hormone (JH) in the house cricket,
Acheta domesticus, and other adult insects is recognized as a form of programmed cell
death (PCD) (Gutman eta l., 1974; Finlayson, 1977; Lockshin, 1985; Pener, 1985; Wyatt
and Davey, 1996). The dorsal longitudinal flight muscles (DLMs) are the principal
target of histolysis in the cricket (Bocharova-Messner et al., 1970). Histolysis can be
monitored by loss of DIM tissue wet weight, total protein content, and muscle
shortening (Chapter 2). The DLMs are eventually reduced to remnants which have no
apparent muscle function but persist throughout imaginal life (Srihari et al, 1975).
A requirement for de novo protein synthesis has been used to distinguish between
active and passive (default) mechanistic pathways of PCD (Schwartz and Osbourne,
1993; Squiere/a/, 1994). This distinction is based on the concept that inhibition of
protein synthesis prevents active PCD by blocking the expression of specific cell death
genes which would otherwise induce cell "suicide” (Oppenheim et al, 1990). Passive or
default pathways of PCD do not exhibit a requirement forsfe novo protein synthesis
(Martin et al., 1991). A third category of PCD is the cytotoxic response of vertebrate
immune cells (Schwartz and Osbourne, 1993).
Examples of PCD for which a requirement for active protein synthesis has been
shown include: flight muscle histolysis induced by JH in allate reproductives of the pea
32
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aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum, (Kobayshi and Ishikawa, 1993; 1994a), involution o f the
tadpole tail in response to thyroxin (Tata, 1966), degeneration of the intersegmental
muscles (ISMs) of Iepidopterans (Lockshin, 1968), death of vertebrate peripheral
neurons following nerve growth factor (NGF) deprivation (Johnson et a l 1993), and
apoptosis of thymocytes induced by glucocorticoids (Cohen and Duke, 1984).
Evidence of a requirement for active protein synthesis in PCD of these examples
is based in part on demonstrations that cell death is suppressed by antibiotic inhibitors of
protein expression such as cycloheximide, actinomycin D, and puromycin. Concerns
have been raised that prevention of PCD by these antibiotics may not be a direct
consequence o f inhibition o f protein synthesis. One concern is that inhibition of protein
synthesis might indirectly affect cell death processes by reducing demands on metabolic
resources and thus enabling cell survival by providing additional energy reserves
(Lockshin and Beaulaton, 1974). Moribundity arising from antibiotic treatments in
experimental subjects also appears to block developmental^ regulated death of some
tissues (Finlayson, 1975). Experimentally enucleated cells, unable to synthesis new
proteins, but shown to still undergo apoptotic cell death, justify concerns that de novo
protein synthesis is not diagnostic of mechanisms of all PCD (Jacobson et al., 1994).
Additional questions have been raised with regard to dosage levels and side effects o f
specific protein synthesis inhibitors used in prior demonstrations of suppression of
apoptotic death of thymocytes (Chow et al., 1995). Despite these valid concerns,
patterns of gene activation and coordinated protein expression during PCD have been
shown which suggest de novo protein synthesis is essential in at least some cell death
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pathways (Lockshin and Wadewitz, 1988; Schwartz et al, 1990; Wang and Brown,
1993).
The purpose of this study was to investigate requirements iorde novo
protein synthesis and modulation of protein expression in flight muscle histolysis of the
cricket. One objective was to determine if translational inhibition of protein synthesis
achieved through cycloheximide treatments would prevent or delay the onset of
histolysis. Potential alterations o f protein expression during histolysis were examined
based on incorporation o f 3SS-radioIabeled methionine into DLM proteins. Because JH
is essential to the process of histolysis in crickets (Bocharova-Messner et al., 1970;
Woodring and Sparks, 1987; Chapter 2), these studies also address the possibility that
JH mediates flight muscle histolysis at least in part through regulation of protein
synthesis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental subjects
Virgin female house crickets, Acheta domesticus, were obtained as adults of
known age from the colony maintained as previously described at the Department of
Zoology, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA. (Clifford et al., 1977; Clifford
and Woodring, 1991). Crickets were reared at 30° C under a L:D 14:10 photoperiod.
Purina Cricket Chow® and deionized water were provided ad libitum. Adult crickets
designated age Day 0 were isolated at emergence and maintained in two liter cardboard
cartons. Subsequent ages were based on days after isolation.
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Dissections of DLMs
Crickets were anesthetized by exposure to carbon dioxide gas prior to
experimental dissection, injection or ligation. DLMs were excised from crickets by
means of ventral dissections performed with the aid of a dissecting microscope. The
posterior tip of the abdomen was first severed and the cervical membranes were broken
by twisting the head. The head with attached gut was then removed. The DLMs were
exposed by cutting the ventral thorax and pinning the isolated thoraces to small
dissecting trays. The DLMs were immediately rinsed with cricket ringer (164 mM NaCl,
8 mM KC1,8 mm CaClj, 4 mM MgClj). Individual DLMs were removed intact with fine
tipped jewelers forceps after the tonofibrillar connections at the posterior cuticle and
anterior apodemial processes were cut with iridectomy scissors. Adherent fat body not
removed by rinsing was blotted off onto lab tissue paper. DLMs destined for EM were
immediately transferred to fixative and those destined for total protein determination or
electrophoresis were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at >80° C.
Determination of DLM parameters
Measurements of DLM wet weight, total protein content and percent muscle
shortening were made. Wet weights to 0.1 mg of newly excised DLMs were obtained by
the use of an analytical balance (Sartorius). An estimate of relative percent muscle
shortening of DLMs was made by observing the change in length of the muscles after
severance of the posterior connection to the cuticle of specimens pinned to dissecting
trays. The percent muscle shortening is reported as [l-(cut length/original length)] x
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100. Measurements were made using an ocular micrometer with a dissecting
microscope.
Solubilization of DLM proteins and determination of total protein content
The determination of total protein content for individual DLMs was performed
by the bidnchoninic acid method (Smith et al., 1985) with bovine serum albumin as the
standard using a commercially available system (BCA Assay, Pierce, Rockport, IL).
Assays were performed following the manufacturer's suggestions for 96-well microtiter
plate applications. Individual DLMs were solubilized in 250 pi of homogenization buffer
(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8,2 % SDS, 10 % glycerol). Homogenization was performed
in 1.5 ml microcentrifoge tubes by means of a fitted teflon pestle. Homogenates were
immediately heated at 94° C for 5 min to solubilize proteins and then were centrifuged
at- 8 K g for 1 min. No precipitate was apparent under these conditions. Aliquots (10
pi) of homogenates from individual DLMs were assayed in triplicate for total protein
content. The development of the reaction product was monitored at 540 nm using a EL309 microplate reader (Biotek). Homogenates were re-frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at -80° C prior to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE).
Electrophoresis procedures
Electrophoresis was performed using standard SDS-PAGE protocols (Biorad).
2-mercaptoethanol and bromthymol blue were added to frozen tissue homogenates and
the samples were heated to 94°C for 3 mins and then briefly centrifuged prior to loading.
Proteins were resolved in one dimension with 7.5% discontinuous, denaturing slab gels
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(minigels, Bio-Rad Richmond, CA.). Gels were fixed in 40% methanol, 10% acetic acid,
stained overnight with Coomassie blue, destained, pre-soaked in fluorographic enhancer
(Amplify, Amersham) and then dried to a Whatman 3MM paper support. Fluorographic
images of the gels were obtained by exposing the dried gels to Kodak X-OMAT AR
film.
Monitoring of cyclohexiniide (CYX) inhibition of protein expression in DLMs
Cyclohexiniide induced inhibition of protein expression in the flight muscles of
the cricket was monitored by fluorographic imaging o f incorporation of 35Smethionine/35S-cysteine from an in vitro labeling mixture using SDS-PAGE. Stock
solution of 3sS radiolabeled methionine/cysteine (NEN, Dupont) was prepared in Grace's
complete insect media at a concentration of -0.2 p Ci/pl. Crickets age Day 0,1, and 2
were injected with -1 p Ci radiolabel mixture in 5 pi Grace's complete insect media with
and without cyclohexiniide (10 mg/ml.) DLMs were excised and homogenized after 12
hrs overnight incubations. Samples of homogenates (25 pg) were subjected to SDSPAGE and fluorographic imaging.
Treatments and Effects of cydoheximide
Cyclohexiniide (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) treatments were administered as 5 pi
doses of a 10 mg/ml cycloheximide/distilled water solution injected into the hemocoel
between lateral abdominal pleurites with a Hamilton syringe (Reno, NV). Injections
were given twice daily beginning at age Day 1 and continuing through to age Day 3.
Controls were given injections of distilled water only. Cervical ligations were made
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using unwaxed dental floss. Containers were draped with moistened towels to reduce
desiccation of ligated individuals.
Crickets were selected at random from stock colonies and randomly assigned
individually to treatment groups, hi the case of ligation treatments, individuals were
ligated prior to random assignment to experimental or control groups. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and Post-ANOVA mean separation tests (Student-Neuman-Keuls,
SNK) from a statistical package from Cohort (Berkeley, CA) were used to determine
significance of experimental effects. Critical values were 95% (a= 0.05).
Crickets in one experimental group (CYX+) were given injections of
cycloheximide (5 pi of 10 mg/ml) beginning at Day 1 and continuing to Day 3 at 12 hr
intervals at which point the DLMs were removed and analyzed. Another group
(Recovery) were given the same schedule of cycloheximide but treatments were
discontinued at Day 3 and the DLMs were not excised until Day 5. This treatment
modality was designed to test the potential for recovery from translational inhibition and
to determine if the process o f histolysis would resume after cycloheximide treatments
were discontinued. Day 1 (Control) crickets in which histolysis is not yet evident and
Day 3 (Control) in which a significant muscle loss is readily apparent (Chapter 2) served
as controls and were given injection of distilled water only. A final treatment group
(Ligated), crickets cervically ligated at Day 1 and dissected on Day 3, were included for
comparison and as an additional control. Under these conditions ligation prevents
histolysis by eliminating the JH signal necessary to initiate degeneration (Woodring and
Sparks, 1987; Chapter 2).
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In vitro assay of JH synthesis
In vitro synthesis rates o f JH from isolated CA were determined by means of an
isooctane partition radiochemical assay (Feyereisen, 1985) as modified for the cricket
(Woodring and Hoffinan, 1995). Cycloheximide treatments were applied as previously
described beginning at age Day 1 and continuing to Day 3 (CYX+). Controls (D3
Control) received injections of distilled water only. The CA and corpus cardiacum
(CC) complex were exposed by a sagittal cut through the head made between the
antennae and compound eye. The CA/CC complex was removed, immersed in cricket
Ringer's solution and the CA isolated. Isolated CA were immediately incubated for 90
min in 50 pi medium 199 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), buffered with 20 mM HEPES, pH
6.9, supplemented with 1% Ficoll 400 containing radiolabeled [methyl uC]-methionine
(final concentration 0.26 mM, sp. act 55 mCi/mmol). Glands were removed after
incubations. Following isooctane partition newly synthesized JH incorporating the
radiolabeled methyl group was quantified by liquid scintillation counting (Beckman). CA
from untreated Day 3 crickets were heat-killed by boiling at 94° C for 3 min and used as
additional controls.
Electron microscopy
Muscle tissue for ultrastructural studies was transferred to fixative (2%
glutaraldehyde in 100 mM cacodylate buffer with 140 mM sucrose added, pH 7.0)
immediately following excision. The fixative was quickly changed. Fixation was
continued for a total of one hr including an additional change of fixative. Tissues were
rinsed in several changes of 100 mM cacodylate 140 mM sucrose buffer and allowed to
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stand at 4°C for up to 16 hrs. The tissues were then fixed for 8 hrs with 2% osmium
tetroxide in cacodylate buffer prior to staining ert bloc with uranyl acetate (saturated
solution in 30% ethanol). Tissues were dehydrated with ethanol replacement.
Specimens for transmission EM (TEM) were infiltrated with LR White acrylic resin
(EMS, Fort Washington, PA) at room temperature and then embedded and cured at
60°C overnight in Beem capsules. Silver to light gold sections were cut with an LKB
ultramicrotome using a glass knife. Specimens on uncoated 300 mesh copper grids
were viewed with a JEOL100CX instrument following post-staining with lead citrate
(Reynolds, 1963).
Treatments and experimental design for radiolabel incorporation procedures
Ligation and single topical application of methoprene (Spl of 3% methoprene in
mineral oil, Sandoz, Dallas) were administered to crickets age Day 0,1 and 2 in
conjunction with radiolabel injections. Treatments were applied in a factorial design with
main factors o f age, methoprene and ligation. Methoprene controls were treated with
mineral oil. DLMs were excised and homogenized following 12 hr overnight
incubations, therefore, results are for the transition from Day 0-1, Day 1-2 and Day 2-3.
Homogenates were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ° C prior to further
analysis. ANOVA with post-ANOVA means separation tests by Tukey's and Least
Squares Means (LSM) were performed using software from SAS (Cary, NC).
Statistical significance was determined at the 95% confidence interval (<*= 0.05).
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Determination of incorporation of "S-methionine
Incorporation o f radiolabeled methionine was quantified by liquid scintillation
counting of trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitated proteins from DLMs. Crickets were
given 10 pi injections o f a stock solution of Grace's insect medium (Gibco BRL, Grace
Island, NY) containing = 0.2 pCi/ pi 35S-methionine (ARCO, St. Louis, MO). After 12
hrs in vivo incubation, 10 pi aliquots o f homogenates from individual DLMs were
precipitated with 10 % TCA ( 4 ° C) onto 2.54 cm glass fiber filters (Whatman). Filters
were washed overnight in 400 ml beakers containing 250 mis 10 % TCA with
occassional shaking and with two changes of TCA solution. Filters were then rinsed in
two changes o f cold 95% ethyl alcohol and air dried prior to liquid scintillation counting.
Autofluorographic imaging of protein expression in DLMs
Autofluorographic imaging of DLM proteins containing newly incorporated 35Smethionine were made using standard SDS-PAGE protocols followed by exposure of
dried gels to photographic film. Samples of DLM homogenates from factorial
treatments of Day 0-1,1-2, and 2-3 crickets were loaded on the basis of precipitable
radiolabel counts (2000 CPM/ individual DLM) and subjected to electrophoresis through
8% polyacrylamide gels.
RESULTS
Inhibition of protein synthesis by cydoheximide
Fluorographic imaging revealed several protein bands labeled in untreated
(CYX-) controls but little or no incorporation of radiolabel in treated (CYX+) animals
(Fig 3.1). Prominent bands were apparent at mobilities of = 202,100,42 and 29 kD in
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Figure 3.1 Cydoheximide inhibition of protein expression in DLMs of the house
cricket. Autoradiograph of an SDS-PAGE gel of proteins isolated from the house
cricket. Lanes 1,3, and 5 represent proteins that have incorporated 3SS from a
methionine/cysteine amino acid mixture injected into the cricket at ages indicated below
the lanes. Lanes 2,4, and 6 are the corresponding treatment groups which received
cydoheximide with the amino add injection. In all three cases cydoheximide reduced
the number of protein bands isolated from the muscle.
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Day 0-1 samples (lane 1). Bands at 202 kD were less evident in Day 1-2 and Day 2-3
controls (lanes 3 and 5) controls. Bands at ~ 143 kD were seen in Day 1-2 and Day 2-3
samples (lanes 3 and S).
Effects of cydoheximide on DLM parameters
Cydoheximide treatments had significant effects on DLM parameters (P 0.001). DLM total protein content (Fig. 3.2; dagger) following cydoheximide
treatments (1.67 ± 0.18 mg/DLM, reported as mean ± SEM) were not different from
ligated (1.50 mg± 0.13/DLM) or Day 1 crickets (1.58 mgt 0.10/DLM) which had not

t

Day 1
Control

Day 3
Control

Day 3
Ligated

Day 3
CYX+

Day 5
Recovery

Figure 3.2 Effects of cydoheximide on DLM total protein content Dagger indicates
effects of cydoheximide; asterisk, normal histolysis; double-dagger, effects after
recovery from cydoheximide.
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undergone histolysis but were significantly greater than levels from degenerated Day 3
controls (asterisk). However, DLMs from crickets in which cycloheximide treatments

D ay l
Control

Day 3
Control

Day 3
Ligated

Day 3
CYX+

Day 5
Recovery

Figure 3.3 Effects of cycloheximide on tissue wet weight of DLMs. Dagger indicates
effects of cycloheximide; asterisk, normal histolysis; double-dagger; recovery from
cyclohexhnide.
were discontinued (double-dagger) showed reductions in total protein comparable to
those of Day 3 controls undergoing normal histolysis. Similar results were evident from
analysis of tissue wet weight and percent muscle shortening. DLMs from cycloheximide
treated crickets (CYX+) retained tissue wet weight indistinguishable from Day 1 DLMs
prior to histolysis (Controls) or in those prevented from undergoing histolysis by
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Figure 3.4 Effects of cydoheximide on percent musde shortening of DLMs.
Dagger indicates effects of cycloheximide; asterisk, normal histolysis; double-dagger;
recovery from cycloheximide.

elimination o f JH (Ligated) (Fig. 3.3). Cycloheximide treatments also resulted in
maintenance of muscle shortening function to levels not different from non-degenerating
DLMs (Fig. 3.4). The protective effects o f cycloheximide appeared to require continual
presence of the antibiotic since loss of DLM total protein, mass and M ure of muscle
shortening occur when treatments are interrupted (Recovery).
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Effects of cydoheximide on JH synthesis rates
The results o f these experiments (Fig. 3.5) suggest no significant difference
(ANOVA, P =0858, n=5) in the in vitro rate o f JH synthesis between isolated CA
glands of crickets treated with cycloheximide and those not treated. CA of crickets
treated with cycloheximide continued to synthesize and secrete JH.

Control

Day 3 (CYX+)

Figure 3.5 Effects of cycloheximide on JH synthesis rates. Differences in controls
and treated are not signifcantly different (n = 5, P = 0.083, ANOVA).

Transmission electron microscopy
Cyclohexiinide treatments produced obvious effects on the ultrastructure of the
flight muscles o f the cricket. When compared to Day 4 controls (Fig. 3.6), the principal
effect of cycloheximide treatments (Fig. 3.7) appears to be maintenance of organization
of the myofibers. In general, the ultrastructure of cycloheximide treated muscles is
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Figure 3.6 Normal ultrastructure of Day 4 DLMs. Day 4 DLMs have undergone
extensive histolysis. Few identifiable muscle components remain. Infiltrating hemocytes
(PL) can be seen. Pycnotic nuclei of muscle cells (P.N.) appear to be fragmented by
ramifications of tracheoles (Tr).
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Figure 3.7 Effects of cydoheumide on the ultrastructure of DLMs. Cydohexiinide
treatments result in overall maintenance o f DLM fibers, but Z-disk erosion (Z,insert) is
evident.

Figure 3.8 infrastructure of Day 4 Ligated DLMs. Z-disks (Z), are not eroded.
Dyads, (Dy) are evident.
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similar to ligated controls prevented from undergoing histolysis by elimination of
circulating JH (Fig. 3.8).
Few identifiable muscle components remain in Day 4 DLMs. Hemocytes
(plasmatocytes, PI) can be seen in interstitial spaces surrounding the muscle cells (Fig
3.6). A few hemocytes are invariably seen in DLM tissues regardless of the state of
histolysis, but in degenerated DLMs a much greater incidence is noted. Invading
hemocytes are not seen in DLMs from crickets treated with cycloheximide (Fig. 3.7).
More detailed examination of evidence from TEM suggests inhibition of
histolysis due to cycloheximide may not be complete. Z-disks are eroded in DLM fibers
from cyclohexiimde treatments (Fig. 3.7; Z, arrows) compared to ligated controls (Fig.
3.8; Z, arrows). The fibers from cycloheximide treatments appear generally intact and
sarcomeres remain in register. Cycloheximide does not cause definitive effects on
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), T-tubules (IT ), nor dyads (D) (Fig. 3.7). Some
mitochondria in close proximity to eroded Z-disks are enclosed in isolation membranes
(Fig. 3.7, arrow points).
Total protein and incorporation of radiolabeled methionine
Total protein content of DLMs is altered during histolysis (Fig. 3.9). Significant
reduction of total protein is evident at Day 3 for all treatments modalities (double
dagger, a - 0.0S; Tukey*s; n= 5). Direct comparisons between controls for Day I and 2
show an initial decline of total protein occurs in DLMs at Day 2 (asterisk; P = 0.002;
LSM test). Ligation, which interrupts the JH signal necessary for initiation of
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histolysis, results in maintenance o f total protein in Day 2 ligated subjects (dagger).
Neither methoprene effects by age (P = 0.163) or by ligation (P = 0.776) are
significant.

T

mymxmmmmm
Figure 3.9 Total protein content in DLMs. Double-dagger indicates effect of age at
Day 3; asterisk, direct comparisons o f controls for Day 1 and Day 2; dagger, effects of
ligation at Day 2. (Treatments: M = methoprene; L = ligation; L+M = ligation +
methoprene).
Analysis o f incorporation of 3SS-labeled methionine in TCA insoluble proteins of
DLMs suggest significant reductions in protein expression occur after Day I (Fig. 3.10;
double-dagger; a - 0.05; Tukey's). Main effects o f ligation are not significant (P = 0.12;
ANOVA), but effects of ligation by age (P - 0.017) indicate ligation causes a decline in
radiolabel incorporation in Day 1 ligated subjects (asterisk; P = 0.036; LSM).
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Figure 3.10 Incorporation of "S-methionine in DLM proteins. Double-dagger
indicates effects of age; asterisk, effects of age by ligation.
Autofluorographic imaging of DLM proteins showing incorporation of "S.
Some proteins bands showing incorporation of radiolabel appear to be reduced
(open arrows), increased (closed arrows) or to be relatively constant (dashed arrows)
during the course of hisotlysis. A reduction in levels of an = 200kD (open arrow points)
occurs after Day 1. Distinct bands at = 47-49 kD ( dashed arrow) appear to be
continually expressed at all ages and treatments. Prominent bands at » 143 kD (closed
arrow point) are seen in Day 3 samples but not in Day 1 samples. Two bands migrating
at apparent molecular weights greater than myosin also seem to increase at Day 2
(closed arrows).
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Figure 3.11 Fluorographic imaging of "S'incorporation into DLM proteins. Some protein bands appear reduced (open
arrows), some increased (closed arrows), and others to be relatively constant (dashed arrows) during histolysis.
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Cyclohexiinide prevents or delays DLM degeneration and PCD in the cricket, hi
addition, analysis of radiolabel incorporation and fluorographic imaging suggest some
modulation of protein expression accompanies histolysis. This interpretation is
consistent with similar conclusions proposed for other models o f hormonally controlled
tissue degeneration including: involution o f lepidopteran ISMs, tadpole tail regression
and breakdown of aphid flight muscles (Lockshin, 1969; Schwartz et al., 1990; Tata,
1966; Wang and Brown, 1988; Kobayshi and Ishikawa, 1994). There appears to be
requirement for specific protein expression both in the mechanism of PCD in this system
and in the mode of action through which JH mediates the events.
Experiments based on short-term incorporation of 3SS-methionine more directly
address regulation of protein expression since radiolabeled proteins (or polypeptides)
must have acquired the label during incubation and are therefore presumably newly
synthesized. The significant reduction of radiolabel incorporation seen following Day 1
may represent a specific cessation of protein synthesis associated with the onset of flight
muscle histolysis as has been suggested to occur during PCD of labial glands in the
hawkmoth, Manduca sexta (Zakeri et al., 1996). Reduced expression of myofibrillar
proteins such as actin and myosin has been shown in other models of muscle
degeneration (Schwartz et al., 1992); therefore, repression of specific proteins could be
involved in DLM histolysis as well. However, in aphids, similar reductions in protein
synthesis during the breakdown of indirect flight muscles were thought to reflect an
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overall decline of protein synthesis at completion o f metamorphosis instead of specific
processes o f histolysis (Kobayshi and Ishikawa, 1994).
Bands showing radiolabel incorporation seen in Day 2 and 3 samples (such as the
distinct bands at = 143 kD) potentially represent proteins up-regulated as a result of
histolysis. At present, there is no information as to the identity or function of proteins or
polypeptides comprising this band. It could be a degradative fragment of a larger
protein, or could have acquired its radiolabel as a result of a post-translational
modification.
Other results from this analysis confirm previous indications of a significant
decline in total protein at Day 2 (Chapter 2). DLMs from Day 2 controls have less total
protein than Day 1 controls. Reduced total protein at Day 2 is probably indicative of the
onset of histolysis. Since there also is a decline o f radiolabel incorporation at this point,
these initial reductions in total protein imply early events of histolysis could be due to
degradative processes not compensated by anabolic replacement. Short-term ligation of
Day 2 subjects inhibited this decline of total protein suggesting that JH or other factors
blocked by ligation are responsible for induction of mechanisms to account for these
losses. Long-term ligation of Day 2 crickets does not prevent histolysis, but long-term
ligation of Day 1 crickets does (Chapter 2). Furthermore, prevention of histolysis due to
ligation of Day 1 crickets can be countered by long-term treatments with methoprene
(Chapter 2). This would seem to indicate a JH signal which normally occurs between
Day 1 and Day 2 initiates early catabolic responses in DLMs. Erosion of Z-disks seen in
DLMs of cycloheximide treated crickets could represent a response of this nature.
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One concern o f the use of inhibitors o f protein synthesis in investigations of PCD
is the difficulty in determining if prevention of cell death is complete or represents only a
delay in initiation o f cell death programs (Chow et al1,1994). Cycloheximide treatments
do not result in irreversible suppression of histolysis in DLMs o f the cricket. Histolysis
is activated following discontinuation of cycloheximide treatments. Transient effects of
protein inhibition could result from re-initiation by subsequent JH signals or resumption
of translational activity. Previous studies suggest that a JH signal prior to Day 2 is
resposible for induction of histolysis in the cricket during the normal course of events
(Chapter 2). However, studies with allatectomized crickets showing induction of
histolysis by JH analogs several days after adult emergence are consistent with the
possibility of re-initiation by JH signals (Chudakova et al, 1978a). It is also possible that
proteins coded by transcripts maintained or continuously produced during translational
inhibition could be expressed after recovery from cycloheximide effects.
Another concern addressed in these studies was the possibility that effects of
cycloheximide could be due to indirect reductions in availability of JH. Repeated or
continual applications of JH analogs through age Day 2 are required to induce
significant histolysis in the absence of endogenous hormone, (Woodring and Sparks,
1987; Chapter 2). Experiments were included to monitor the effects of cycloheximide
treatments on the availability of JH, since enzymes necessary for the synthesis of the
hormone could have been affected by cycloheximide treatments. The results of these
experiments do not demonstrate a significant effect of cycloheximide on JH synthesis
rates. These findings are consistent with reports that treatments with cycloheximide
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during incubations o f CA m vitro fail to significantly affect JH synthesis rates of the
cyclic cockroach, Diploptera punctata (Feyereisen, 1987). Other reports have been
presented that correlate increased protein synthesis with activity of CA (Feyereisen,
1985a). Recent analysis of cell proliferation in the CA o f the cockroach suggest that cell
division and death are regulated independently of cycles o f JH synthesis (Chiang et al.,
1996). The increased protein synthesis rates observed in other studies of active CA may
reflect events of cell growth that are only coincidental to JH synthesis.
Cyclohexhnide treatments result in the overall maintenance of the muscle fiber.
This is consistent with evidence that cycloheximide prevents the decline in total protein
which occurs normally during flight muscle histolysis shown previously in the aphid
(Kobayshi and Ishikawa, 1994). Evidence of Z-disk erosion seen in DLMs from
cycloheximide treated crickets is an indication that early events in histolysis may have
been activated in the absence of protein synthesis. The Z-disks have been suggested as
probable sites of initiation of muscle degeneration (Lockshin, 1988; Jones and Davis,
1985; Bullard etal., 1990; Lakey et al., 1993).
Possible means by which the removal of Z-disks could be effected were not
directly addressed in this study. In vitro studies of the action of the calpain/calpastatin
system have demonstrated this enzyme system can selectively remove Z-disks of
vertebrate and insect muscle tissues (Goll et al., 1992; Bullard et al., 1990; Lakey et al.,
1993). The removal o f Z-disks from DLMs of cyclohexiniide treated crickets implicates
in vivo action of calpain on Z-disks. Preliminary indications of calpain immunoreactivity
to commercially available polyclonal anti-human placental calpain II in the DLMs of
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crickets have been demonstrated, but actual involvement of the enzyme in flight muscle
histolysis has not been shown.
Conclusions: Flight muscle histolysis in the cricket is an example o f an active,
developmentally regulated cell death program induced by an endocrine signal. It is most
similar to models of PCD such as resorption of tadpole tails and involution of
lepidopteran ISMs in which hormonal signals control dissolution and restructuring of
tissues during development. In the cricket, as in these examples, de novo protein
synthesis is required for completion o f the program of degeneration of the DLMs. The
specific proteins suppressed by cycloheximide to block PCD in DLMs of the cricket are
not yet known. Suppression of proteins essential to JH transduction pathways or cell
death programs is likely to be critical to cycloheximide inhibition of flight muscle
histolysis in the cricket.
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CHAPTER 4: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
Juvenile hormone (JH) controlled flight muscle histolysis was investigated in
dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs) of the house cricket. These muscles are highly
specialized, terminally differentiated tissues which function only in adult insects.
Histolysis represents a pivotal developmental decison in insects, since it results in loss of
flight and affects migratory, reproductive and individual survival characteristics. Cricket
DLMs proved to be an accessible, valid and reliable experimental model on which to
base studies of the developmental decisions involved in flight muscle histolysis. Results
included: characterization of events during hormone induced histolysis, analyses of
potential requirements for regulated protein expression and demonstrations of
immunoreactivity of DLM proteins to antibodies directed against components of
vertebrate ubiquitin and calpain sub-units.
Several indications suggest, under the conditions of rearing used in theses studies
(14:10 LD; 30 °C, with food and water ad libitum), that DLM histolysis in the cricket is
induced by a JH signal between Day 1 and Day 2. An initial significant decline of total
protein content is seen at Day 2 and may be a sensitive and precise indicator of the onset
of histolysis. Crickets ligated at Day 1 do not undergo histolysis, but crickets ligated at
Day 2 do. Histolysis of Day 1 ligated crickets can be restored with continual
methoprene treatments. Incorporation of radiolabeled methionine is reduced at Day 2,
coinciding with the appearance of what seem to be coordinately expressed proteins and
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possible degradative protein fragments associated with histolysis. The first evidence of
activation of ubiquitin mediated proteolysis is also seen in Day 2 DLMs. Declines in
calpain immunreactivity at Day 2 may be indications of an involvement of this system in
initial events of histolysis. Histolysis is clearly evident by Day 3 and there are no further
reductions in total protein content, tissue wet weight, or contractile rates o f the DLMs.
Infiltration, scavenging and possible encapsulation of DLM remnants by hemocytes is
seen at Day 4. A trend toward tissue dehydration evident throughout histolysis is
reflected by maximal condensation levels of Day 6 muscle remnants, but it does not
appear that direct modulation of cellular hydration is involved in JH signaling or
initiation of DLM degeneration.
Cycloheximide treatments result in prevention or at least delay of histolysis in
DLMs. DLMs from cycloheximide treated crickets demonstrate maintenance of muscle
mass, contractility and general fiber structure. Histolysis does ensue after cycloheximide
treatments are discontinued. This suggests active protein synthesis is required for
completion of histolysis and that JH regulates histolysis in part through the induction of
specific protein synthesis. Z-disc erosion seen in DLMs from cycloheximide treated
crickets indicates some aspects of JH control of histolysis may not require significant
protein synthesis. A modulation o f protein expression patterns during histolysis was
shown by analysis o f incorporation of 35S-methionine from relatively short-term
incubations. Reductions in radiolabel incorporation at Day 2 may reflect a decline of
overall protein synthesis due the completion of metamorphosis, but probably affects
histolysis through limiting the potential for replacement of degenerating muscle
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components. Certain radiolabeled proteins appear to be newly expressed as histolysis
progresses, but there is no information available as to their identity or role, if any, in
processes of degeneration.
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